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Capstone Statement 

There is wide diversity amongst Christian churches across the United States, representing            

dozens of different denominations, each with congregations that differ in size, demographics,            

and values. However, despite the diversity of choices in churches, American churches            

historically lack internal diversity amongst their congregants. We aim to map the locations of              

churches across the Madison metropolitan area and examine any demographic or socioeconomic            

patterns that may underlie the locations of certain denominations. We will also analyze the              

accessibility of Madison’s churches based on factors such as proximity to bus lines and major               

roads. 
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Introduction & Background 

The Christian religious landscape of the United States of America offers a unique             

glimpse into the human story. Christianity in the United States reflects a complicated history of               

immigration, innovation, and conversion. The interaction between these three powerful forces           

exerted powerful influence on the social history and settlement patterns of the United States, and               

continues to influence and be influenced by modern religious and population landscapes.  

 

Immigration: 

Christianity is not merely tied to the colonization of North America: it forms the very 

rope that ties the whole process together. Spaniards explored, conquered, and colonized for God 

and country, and organized many of their colonial centers around the numerous  missions they 

established to spread the staunch religion of Isabel and Ferdinand “the Catholic” to their new 

subjects (Lake 20). The French, too, sought to claim men’s souls as much as animals’ skins from 

“Nouvelle France”, and the numerous places that bear the name of Jacques Marquette speak to 

the significance of the great missionary (Leavelle 4).  The very first British settlers carried 

Christianity with them to North America, where they hoped to find refuge from the entrenched 

religious intolerance of theocratic Europe ("British and French..." 394). They brought their 

unique tradition, style, or denomination with them, and often organized their new colonial 

communities around them. And so, New England became associated with Puritans, Pennsylvania 

with Quakers, Maryland with Catholics, and Rhode Island with free thinkers (394 - 395). Much 
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of the early colonial religious experience depended on what kind community a person was born 

in or settled.  

Immigration continued to dictate the American religious landscape. Often, immigrant 

groups would focus on establishing a church for their new community (The Old Religion... 15). 

These churches were closely associated with the traditional European denominations, and 

became the centralizing node in a community (Ibid 2-3). Wisconsin exemplifies this historical 

reality. In 1839 immigrants from the Pomerania region of Germany formed the town of Freistadt 

in southeastern Wisconsin, one of the first structures they built was Trinity Lutheran Church. 

This church continues to serve as a hub of the small rural community descended from these 

original settlers, making it the oldest Lutheran church in Wisconsin (Ibid).  

Different denominations arrived with different ethnic groups. The Lutheran Church came 

with Germans, Czechs, Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes. Anglicans, Baptists, Quakers, 

Methodists and Presbyterians arrived with British immigrants. The Dutch and Swiss carried forth 

the banner of Calvinism. Russians, Greeks, Armenians, Copts, and other peoples from the Levant 

or Slavic Europe brought the Orthodox faith. And many immigrants, specifically those from 

Ireland, Poland, Italy, France, Germany, Austria, Spain, Portugal, Hungary, and other Slavic 

peoples, brought Roman Catholicism to the New World. Where different ethnic groups settled 

characterized the United States before the 20th, and religious landscapes they formed still remain 

today. Much of the patterns surrounding the locations of different denominations today arise 

from their historical patterns (The Old Religion... 19). This trend continues as well with new 

Christian immigrants. Catholics and Pentecostals from Latin America and the Philippines, 

Anglicans and Methodists from anglicized Africa, Orthodox believers from Ethiopia, and 
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Baptists and Evangelicals from Korea and China have all enriched the religious landscape of the 

United States, reinvigorating old traditions and beginning new ones.  

Innovation: 

The modern American church retains its unique denominational virility. New 

associations, assemblies, councils, and alliances of churches continue to rise. However, these 

new church groups usually are not formed around new ideas or belief systems, but rather in 

response to the growing divide between liberal and conservative (in the literal, not political 

sense) theology. Several established, mainline denominations have fractured over the issue, 

including many of the storied American Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Lutheran, Methodist, and 

Baptist denominations and synods (Brittain 2-3). Some churches have rejected the old 

denominational structure and formed loose associations of congregations that allow members to 

address these divisive issues in a localized manner, while many large, independent megachurches 

simply avoid the issue entirely (Carlisle 104). The challenge posed by the liberal/conservative 

schism is poised to be the defining issue facing the Western church in the 21st century. 

The most dramatic and powerful example of innovation in American Christianity was the 

advent of the Black Church. Slavery is the grim specter that haunted and continues to haunt the 

United States, and its relationship with Christianity cannot be understated. Slave owners used 

Christianity to maintain power over enslaved Africans and African-Americans, selectively 

choosing passages of Scripture or theological arguments to defend the “peculiar institution” of 

chattel slavery (“Church”). In Virginia, white ministers were even appointed over Black 

churches, who, in the words of Black religious leader Peter Randolph, “denied our manhood and 

with their own hands had bought and sold human flesh” (Ibid). Yet the Black men and women 
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struggling under the burden of slavery recognized the hypocrisy of their oppressors, and clung to 

the true message of equality, liberty, and freedom before God clearly expressed in the Old and 

New Testaments (Raboteau). The remarkable fact that many abused and dehumanized slaves 

chose to find hope and meaning in the religion of their masters rather than reject it speaks 

volumes in defense of the Christian faith.  

Following Emancipation, the Black Church continued to thrive, and Black churches 

played a critical role organizing the newly freed African-Americans (Ibid). In 1890, former slave 

and Baptist minister Charles Octavius Boothe published Plain Theology for Plain People, the 

first systematic theology written by a Black American (Roach). Throughout the Reconstruction, 

Jim Crow, and Civil Rights Eras, the Black Church remained a powerful refuge of hope and 

organizing force for African-Americans struggling to achieve the full rights promised to them in 

the face of frequently violent opposition from white supremacists. Ku Klux Klan members 

bombed the 16th Street Baptist Church of Birmingham on September 15th, 1963 due to its 

importance as an organizing center for the Civil Rights movement ("Our History"). Today, the 

Black Church continues to serve as a beacon of justice and hope to African-Americans. Black 

Christians in other denominations have contributed much to modern styles of worship, theology, 

ministry, and the contemporary push towards multicultural congregations.  

 

Conversion: 

Conversion also has played a significant role in creating the modern American religious 

landscape. Creating converts is a fundamental component of Christianity, and believers 

throughout history have worked tirelessly to “make disciples of all nations” (New International 
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Version, Matt. 28:19a). Conversion in the United States, where most people, with the exception 

of the indigenous Native Americans, came from some kind of Christian heritage or background, 

mostly occurs through revivals. Evangelist Charles Finney described a revival as a period of time 

that saw “the return of the Church from her backslidings, and the conversion of sinners” 

("Theology of Revival"). Revivals are periodic explosions of religious interest, usually following 

a time of religious apathy, where existing believers are encouraged and reinvigorated and many 

new believers are created, usually through evangelistic preaching. Christian author Patrick 

Morely identifies nine periods of revival in American history: the Great Awakening 

(1734-1743), the Second Great Awakening (1800-1840), the Businessmen’s Revival 

(1857-1858), the Civil War Revival (1861-1865), the Urban Revivals (1875-1885), the Welsh 

and Azusa Street Revivals (1905-1906), the Post-WWII Awakening (1947-1950), the 

Charismatic Renewal and Jesus Movement (1967-1976), and the Mid-1990s Revivals 

(1991-1997) (Morely). Each of these revivals saw dramatic increases in conversions, church 

attendance, and church association. 

The mid-1990s revivals continued the trend of eucomenicalism among American 

Evangelicals that encouraged the rise of loosely organized non-denominational and 

Evangelical-Free church associations, alliances, and assemblies. Many of the divisions between 

Catholic, Mainline Protestant, and Evangelical Protestant traditions in the United States reflect 

this complex history of periodic revivals that resulted in mass conversions often, but not always, 

from established, worldly traditions to insurgent, fundamentalist churches. Revivals often 

directly spawned the numerous and diverse denominations that now operate in the United States. 

Furthermore, the challenging divide between liberal and conservative denominations facing the 
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Western church reflects the history of revivals as a fundamentalist or conservative reaction 

against a perceived compromise, abandonment, or sense of apathy for the central focus of 

Christianity, the Gospel, by liberal churches.  

Why it matters:  

The complex history of American religious landscapes explored above continues to shape 

modern landscapes. Given the great variety in churches, denominations, styles of worship, 

theological bend, and history in the American Christianity, believers have options, and therefore 

preferences for different churches. The majority of Christians as a whole travel between 6 to 30 

minutes to attend services, which indicates that most are not simply attending the nearest place of 

worship (Dougherty 55). If Americans have become connoisseurs of churches, what are they 

basing their preferences on? The three factors above provide hints.  

Immigration means that families with certain backgrounds have an affinity or cultural 

heritage with certain church or denominations. Maybe a congregant family has attended a 

particular church since first settling in Madison. For example, a woman descended from German 

immigrants to Dane County may continue to attend the same Lutheran Church because her 

parents were married there, her grandparents are buried there, and she was baptized and 

confirmed into that church. Maybe the connection is based on ethnic lines more than family ties. 

Maybe a man who recently immigrated from Greece attends the Orthodox Church because as a 

newcomer in a different society, the familiar air and vibrant cultural community at the church 

helps him express his ethnic identity. Or maybe the history and reality of racism, discrimination, 

and misunderstanding in American Christianity and the desire to be surrounded by familiar faces 

in an empowering place leads an African-American college student to attend an African 
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Methodist Episcopal Church over a predominantly white church. All of these reasons are valid, 

and reflect the history of Christianity in the United States. 

Innovation relates to denominations and style of worship. Many people seek out a church 

that resonates with them. Members of different religious traditions show contrasting travel 

distances and weekly attendance (Wormald). This suggests that the frequency a person attends 

services and the distance a person is willing to travel to make it to those services depends on 

what style of worship, organization, programming, and tradition a particular church possesses. 

The fewer congregations of a certain denomination or relatively similar denominations, the more 

demand a single church may have. To return to the example of an African Methodist Episcopal, 

the style of worship, preaching, and fellowship practiced in this particular denomination differs 

greatly from other denominations. Since these churches are relatively unique stylistically, 

theoretically they would experience a greater demand, higher weekly attendance, and a greater 

willingness to travel further. Previously conducted research shows that Black Protestants are the 

most likely to attend religious services weekly of major Christian sects (Wormald). Black 

Protestants also are willing to travel the furthest to attend church, with over 59% travelling 16 

minutes of more, higher than any other group (Dougherty 55). This also suggests an apparent 

access disparity along racial lines.  

Conversion relates directly to the theological orientation of a church. The history of 

revivals in the United States has created divisions in the church between the evangelizers and the 

unevangelized. Often, but not always, this played out on denominational fault lines between the 

aptly named Evangelical congregations and denomination and the Mainline Protestants. Revivals 

and their call to return to a Biblical faith in the face of worldly Christianity exacerbated divisions 
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within Protestantism,specifically between liberal and conservative factions. This trend continues 

today, with major differences reported between church attendance and touchstone areas of 

disagreement, like the authority of Scripture or same-sex marriage (Wormald). While 

Evangelical and Mainline Protestants both declined in the percent of the American population 

that identified with them from 2007 to 2014, Mainline congregations declined at three times the 

rate of Evangelical churches, -3.4% versus -0.9% (Wormald). This perhaps suggests that the 

theological stance of Mainline churches has begun to resonate less with its members than that of 

Evangelicals. In as progressive a city as Madison, the theological bend of a church may play a 

critical role in whether a person attends that church, or even visits it, depending on how the bend 

compares with that person’s own theological stances. 

Our research aims to clarify how immigration, innovation, and conversion may have 

played roles in the development of the Madison, Wisconsin church landscape by way of 

examining the demographics and accessibility of churches throughout the metropolitan area. 

 

Methodology 

First, we selected churches to characterize through a standard Google Maps search. Our 

only qualifications for inclusion were that a church had to be Christian (affirm the deity, death, 

and resurrection of Jesus Christ) and fall within or near Madison bus routes. We by no means 

surveyed all the churches in our study area, but the 117 congregations we included represented 

the overall diversity of churches in the Madison area.  

We then attributed the Church Characteristics section of our analysis for each church 

using each churches website. We used standardized definitions of religious terms like “Mainline” 
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or “Evangelical” and relied on the language and images presented on church websites to make 

judgement calls regarding the, ethnicity, theological bend, or worship style of a church. Churches 

that did not self-specify in any particular direction for these categories were marked as “none”, 

“neither”, or  “unknown”, unless an overarching denominational doctrinal standard could be 

applied, specifically in the case of Catholic or Orthodox churches. 

Next, we attributed the churches with the spatial data, specifically bus access, car access, 

and distance to nearest church. We created a transportation network using a shapefile of Dane 

County streets obtained from TIGER census data. We then measured the distance along the roads 

from each church to the nearest bus stop (through data obtained from Madison Metro via the 

Dane County GIS portal), major road intersection (from the major road shapefile also 

downloaded from TIGER), and each church through the Network Analysis tool. Distances were 

reporting in miles, because the Baylor University study on distance congregants travel to church 

used miles. The distance to the nearest church was calculated for churches of the same 

denomination. If there was not five or more churches in a denomination class, the 

denominational group was used. The more stringent classification was used in the analysis. For 

example Luther Memorial belongs to the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, but falls 

under the broader Lutheran denominational group. However, since ELCA in more specific and 

stringent than Lutheran, we calculated the distance from Luther Memorial to the nearest ELCA 

church. 

Finally, we attributed the churches with demographic data from the 2010 U.S. Census. To 

do this, we first created four concentric target areas for each church corresponding to areas 5, 

7.5, 15, and 22.5 miles away. The Baylor University study used drive times that corresponded to 
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these distances, which is why we chose these intervals. We then attributed each target area with 

the summed population information and mean median income data from the intersecting census 

tracks using the Identify tool. We then used the percent of congregants who commute each 

distance for the major sects (Catholic, Mainline Protestant, Evangelical Protestant, and Black 

Protestant) to create weighted values for each of the for target areas associated with each church 

(Table 1). We then summed and attributed the churches’ demographic columns with these 

weighted values. 

We loaded the data into the R statistical package and conducted a series of ANOVA tests 

for the qualitative X variables attributed from the church websites with the quantitative Y 

variables determined from our distance and demographic analyses. The X variables were 

Denomination Group, Sect, Ethnicity, Theological Lean, Worship Style, Spanish Services, and 

Deaf Accessibility. The Y variables compared to each of the X variables were Number of 

Services, Car Access, Bus Access, Distance to Sister Church, Total Population, Percent Senior 

Citizen, Percent Married with Children, Percent White, Percent Black, Percent Asian, Percent 
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Hispanic, and Median Income. We analyzed eighty-four crosses at the 0.1 level of significance.

  

Results, Analysis, & Discussion 

Of the eighty-four analyses we conducted, forty-five returned a significant result. The            

P-values of every test conducted can be found in Table 1 of our Appendix. The resulting figures                 

for all our significant results can be found in Figures 2.1 to 8.1. Many of our results followed                  

predictable patterns of significance due to the redundancies of our experimental design. For             

example, the Denomination Group and Sect comparisons all had the same significant            

relationships, with the exception of Percent Senior Citizen, which was significant for Sect but not               

Denomination Group (Table 1). The order of test groups according to the number of significant               

results they returned was Sect (10), Denomination Group (9), Worship Style (9), Socio-cultural             

affiliation (8), Theological Lean (6), Spanish Service (1), and Deaf Accessibility (1) (Table 2).              

The top four factors all returned significant results for most of the demographic factors (Ibid).               

The only X factors that returned significant values for all the distance characteristics was the               
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Worship Style test, although Denomination Group and Sect returned significant values for            

Distance to Sister Church (Ibid).  

Many of the results, while statistically significant, had little practical significance. For            

example, in the Worship Style versus Bus Access comparison, the “Not Stated” class was              

significantly different than “Mix”, “Traditional”, and “Contemporary” classes, but that was due            

more so to its small sample size than any practically significant difference (Figure 7.3).              

Additionally, experimental design choices caused some skew between factors that hampers easy            

analysis. For example, the comparisons between Worship Style and each demographic group fall             

a similar pattern, and the only significant relationships are between traditional and contemporary             

styles of worship. Total Population and Percent White have very similar shapes because the              

majority of people in these target areas are white, but can we really say “more white families                 

means more Contemporary churches?” (Figures 7.5 and 7.7). Similarly, the Black and Hispanic             

comparisons shared an inverted trend of the White/Total Population plots (Figures 7.8 and 7.9)              

Does this mean black and Hispanic neighborhoods prefer traditional churches? Another problem            

with the results is the difference in weight between target areas. While using different weights               

for each target area was one of the central strengths and innovations of our analysis, our results                 

called the veracity of these findings into question. Specifically, the fact that Black Protestant              

churches had significantly more weight in the third and fourth furthest target areas than the three                

other church sects skewed our data greatly (Table 1). For example, the Black Protestant churches               

had a significant relationship with both Percent Black and Percent White, which is not surprising,               

until after closer inspection one realizes that results are opposite of expected. Black Protestant              

churches occupied areas on these figures that had the lowest percent of black residents and               
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highest percent of white residents of all the sects analyzed (Figures 2.6 and 2.7). This result                

clearly defies reason, and reveals an area of potential improvement in the analysis side of our                

project.  

Despite the previously mentioned shortcomings, our analysis revealed some interesting          

patterns. First, the Percent Married with Children correlated significantly with Theological Lean,            

Worship Style, and Denomination Group (Figures 5.2, 7.6, and 2.4). These tables all highlight              

the prevalence of Evangelical denominations with contemporary worship styles and          

unhighlighted theological stances in areas with younger families, which stands to reason from the              

recent history of American Christianity. Denomination Group differed in regards to           

Socio-cultural affiliation in a similar way. Catholic churches occurred most often in areas with              

high Hispanic or black densities (Figures 2.6 and 2.8). Conversely, Lutheran and Pentecostal             

churches occurred most frequently in areas with high white population density, while Catholic             

churches had the opposite relationship (Figure 2.5). These tests demonstrate that demographics            

do play a role on where churches are located . 

 

Conclusions 

We drew three major conclusions from our research. The first was that demographics do              

really matter when it comes to understanding the landscape of Christian churches in the Madison               

area. A significant relationship was found between a variety of combinations of analyses, mainly              

between church worship style, denomination group, church sect, and socio-cultural affiliation           

when measured against a variety of demographic factors.  

The second was that it is difficult to say whether churches in Madison are located where                
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they are because of the people who live there, or whether people live in certain areas because of                  

the churches that exist there. It may even be both, depending on the church and the area. For                  

example, Grace Episcopal Church was established in 1855, just shortly after Wisconsin gained             

statehood, on the Capitol Square in Madison. As such, this was likely the only place it made                 

sense to build such a church, right in the heart of the developing city. However, in more recent                  

years, there are far more choices in real estate for newer church plants, so the decision for where                  

to begin a new church could be made for a variety of reasons from the cost of renting or                   

purchasing a gathering space to being close to the target demographics of a particular              

congregation. Thus, it is not immediately clear whether people looking to move to the Madison               

area choose homes near churches they may feel closely aligned with, or whether churches move               

into neighborhoods where they feel many local residents will want to attend. 

Finally, we concluded that due to the large size of the target area measurements we used                

and the parameters of our study, there were not any major or significant relationships between               

accessibility and distance to sister churches versus any of the X variables. The type of analysis                

we used would probably work better in a larger city or study area, or even in the Madison area                   

had we not constrained ourselves to the limits of the public transit system. 

 

Future Research 

There are four main goals we would like to accomplish if we were able to further dive                 

into this research project. Firstly, we would strive to include ever church in the Madison               

metropolitan area in our study. Due to the limited time and resources we had available to us, we                  

were only able to include just over 100 churches based on a search through Google Maps. We                 
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are sure that there are many that we missed due to this approach, such as churches who are new,                   

do not have a large online presence, or have small congregations. While we are confident that we                 

were able to include a representative variety of churches in the research we completed, it would,                

of course, be beneficial to include every church possible in the future. 

Secondly, it would help clarify the reach of the local churches if we refined our target                

areas. We used the Baylor University study on travel distances to church as a reference point;                

however, the Madison metropolitan area is not very large. Almost all of the churches had               

extremely overlapping target areas according to this model. Assuming most people travel less             

than 20 miles to get to church means that almost every church we studied was within the same                  

target area. As such, it would be ideal to adjust the distances to better fit the area we studied. 

Thirdly, we could verify our results by comparing our statistical models with actual             

church populations throughout the Madison area. This could be done through surveys distributed             

to the congregation to get a more direct and accurate sense of the demographics, socioeconomic               

statuses, and reasons for attendance of the people who make up the church. This would give us a                  

much better understanding of the reach and accessibility of churches in Madison than the              

generalized assumptions we worked off of for this project. 

Finally, we would like to locate underserved areas of Madison that could benefit from a               

wider diversity of churches based on the demographics they would be serving. Not all church               

attendees can be assumed to have access to personal vehicles to get to their place of worship,                 

which makes some churches far more difficult to access than others. For example, the largest               

church in the Madison area, Blackhawk Church, is located in Middleton and is not on a bus line.                  

However, they have made their church more accessible to the downtown and southern reaches of               
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the metro area by creating satellite campuses that are far easier to access by public transportation                

than their main campus. 
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Appendix 

Figure 1. Study Area as defined by Gospel-believing churches within the reaches of the 
Madison Metro Transit bus routes. 
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Figures 2.1-8.1: Significant results from ANOVA statistical analysis as boxplots. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Denomination Group vs. Number of Services 
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Figure 2.2. Denomination Group vs. Distance to Sister Church 

 

Figure 2.3. Denomination Group vs. Census Tract Total Population 
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Figure 2.4. Denomination Group vs. Married with Children 

 

Figure 2.5. Denomination Group vs. Census Tract Race (White) 

 
Figure 2.6. Denomination Group vs. Census Tract Race (Black) 
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Figure 2.7. Denomination Group vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Asian) 

 
Figure 2.8. Denomination Group vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Hispanic) 

 
Figure 2.9. Denomination Group vs. Median Income 
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Figure 3.1. Church Sect vs. Church Number of Services 

 
Figure 3.2. Church Sect vs. Distance to Church 

 
Figure 3.3. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Total Population 
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Figure 3.4. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Senior Citizens 

 
Figure 3.5. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Married with Children 

 
Figure 3.6. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Race (White) 
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Figure 3.7. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Race (Black) 

 
Figure 3.8. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Asian) 

 
Figure 3.9. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Hispanic) 
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Figure 3.10. Church Sect vs. Census Tract Median Income 
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Figure 4.1. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Total Population 

 
Figure 4.2. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Senior Citizens 

 
Figure 4.3. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Married with Children 
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Figure 4.4. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Race (White) 

 
Figure 4.5. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Race (Black) 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Asian) 
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Figure 4.7. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Hispanic) 

 
Figure 4.8. Church Socio-cultural Affiliation vs. Census Tract Median Income 
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Figure 5.1. Theological Lean vs. Number of Services 

 
Figure 5.2. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Married with Children 

 

Figure 5.3. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Race (White) 
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Figure 5.4. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Race (Black) 

 
Figure 5.5. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Asian) 
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Figure 5.6. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Hispanic) 

 

Figure 5.7. Theological Lean vs. Census Tract Median Income 
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Figure 6.1. Spanish Service Offerings vs. Census Tract Total Population 
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Figure 7.1. Church Worship Style vs. Church Number of Services 

 

Figure 7.2. Church Worship Style vs. Car Accessibility (Major Roads) 
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Figure 7.3. Church Worship Style vs. Bus Line Accessibility 

 

Figure 7.4. Church Worship Style vs. Distance to Sister Church 

 

Figure 7.5. Church Worship Style vs. Census Tract Total Population 
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Figure 7.6. Church Worship Style vs. Census Tract Married with Children 

 

Figure 7.7. Church Worship Style vs. Census Tract Race (White) 

 

Figure 7.8. Church Worship Style vs. Census Tract Race (Black) 
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Figure 7.9. Church Worship Style vs. Census Tract Ethnicity (Hispanic) 
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Figure 8.1. Deaf Service Offerings vs. Church Number of Services 
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Table 1. Weights used for each target area class for the main sects 

Sect 0-5.0 mi 5.1-7.5 mi 7.6 - 15.0 mi 15.1 - 22.5 mi 

Catholic 0.21 0.56 0.17 0.05 

Mainline Protestant 0.19 0.48 0.23 0.09 

Evangelical Protestant 0.14 0.45 0.33 0.08 

Black Protestant 0.16 0.26 0.40 0.19 

 

Table 2. Full ANOVA Statistical Analysis Output. Yellow highlighting indicates a statistically 
significant result, based on a 0.1 significance threshold. 

X Y Pvalue 

Denom_Group No.Service 5.59E-28 

Denom_Group Car.Access 0.966182793 

Denom_Group Bus.Access 0.5459639397 

Denom_Group Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.02104539463 

Denom_Group Total.Population 2.69E-06 

Denom_Group Senior.Citizens 0.8337726467 

Denom_Group Married.with.Children 0.0001451939787 

Denom_Group White 1.29E-06 

Denom_Group Black 0.002106868829 

Denom_Group Asian 0.005282698507 

Denom_Group Hispanic 2.79E-05 

Denom_Group Median.Income 0.05082874332 

Sect No.Service 1.49E-29 

Sect Car.Access 0.1596613308 

Sect Bus.Access 0.8063786439 

Sect Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.0858551098 

Sect Total.Population 1.14E-07 

Sect Senior.Citizens 0.05349113177 

Sect Married.with.Children 1.91E-11 

Sect White 1.54E-15 

Sect Black 3.81E-10 

Sect Asian 3.07E-05 

Sect Hispanic 1.24E-13 

Sect Median.Income 7.04E-05 

Ethnicity No.Service 0.9398147612 
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Ethnicity Car.Access 0.2978186627 

Ethnicity Bus.Access 0.2872235916 

Ethnicity Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.5818255252 

Ethnicity Total.Population 0.001437205086 

Ethnicity Senior.Citizens 0.010883141 

Ethnicity Married.with.Children 2.06E-07 

Ethnicity White 4.54E-09 

Ethnicity Black 2.56E-06 

Ethnicity Asian 0.001764287932 

Ethnicity Hispanic 1.27E-07 

Ethnicity Median.Income 0.02271800117 

Theo.Lean No.Service 0.04457286575 

Theo.Lean Car.Access 0.7884251489 

Theo.Lean Bus.Access 0.2084534584 

Theo.Lean Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.2580092622 

Theo.Lean Total.Population 0.5430799703 

Theo.Lean Senior.Citizens 0.1388143516 

Theo.Lean Married.with.Children 0.00291240397 

Theo.Lean White 5.66E-06 

Theo.Lean Black 8.06E-05 

Theo.Lean Asian 0.04094301826 

Theo.Lean Hispanic 3.90E-05 

Theo.Lean Median.Income 0.01049664844 

Spanish. No.Service 0.145330927 

Spanish. Car.Access 0.8936145244 

Spanish. Bus.Access 0.8521039375 

Spanish. Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.7398978179 

Spanish. Total.Population 0.0934810949 

Spanish. Senior.Citizens 0.1361530685 

Spanish. Married.with.Children 0.773889865 

Spanish. White 0.8911743536 

Spanish. Black 0.8323023289 

Spanish. Asian 0.9928332195 

Spanish. Hispanic 0.8130374068 

Spanish. Median.Income 0.925207042 

Style No.Service 0.005627191268 

Style Car.Access 0.003163676785 

Style Bus.Access 0.0215163033 

Style Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.001106076156 

Style Total.Population 2.96E-05 

Style Senior.Citizens 0.860385717 
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Style Married.with.Children 0.0153607048 

Style White 0.008665854821 

Style Black 0.06556821583 

Style Asian 0.1495013263 

Style Hispanic 0.03062788096 

Style Median.Income 0.1692817725 

Deaf.Accessible. No.Service 0.06857204458 

Deaf.Accessible. Car.Access 0.494229298 

Deaf.Accessible. Bus.Access 0.2158537942 

Deaf.Accessible. Distance.to.Sister.Church 0.5517746554 

Deaf.Accessible. Total.Population 0.7246187156 

Deaf.Accessible. Senior.Citizens 0.6765110732 

Deaf.Accessible. Married.with.Children 0.3698109735 

Deaf.Accessible. White 0.8355746683 

Deaf.Accessible. Black 0.6823798254 

Deaf.Accessible. Asian 0.4498299418 

Deaf.Accessible. Hispanic 0.6965688766 

Deaf.Accessible. Median.Income 0.8872547475 
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